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Pembroke — The Massachusetts V eterinary Medical Association recently receiv ed a grant that
will allow the Pembroke Fire Department, as well as all departments across the state, to be
supplied with pet ox y gen masks. These masks are used to supply ox y gen to pets, such as dogs,
cats, or rabbits, in the case of an emergency .

Repea t offen der a r r est ed
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Similar to ox y gen masks used by v eterinarians for y ears, the masks fit ov er the animals mouth
and come in sev eral different sizes.

Ply m ou t h w om a n a ccu sed
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The MV MA is continuously reaching out to prov ide the best possible care for animals. Lisa
Teix eira D.V .M. (Doctor of V eterinary Medicine), owner of the Pembroke Animal Hospital, say s,
“The MV A does a lot of good things. Their goal was to get the masks into ev ery fire department of
the state.” They hav e now been able to make that goal a reality .
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What's this?

While many people might not realize it, these masks are ex tremely v aluable and can be a matter
of life or death when it comes to an animal care. “Fires aren’t only affecting humans, but pets as
well.” Teix eira said, “People’s pets are their family . In some cases, a human might be perfectly
fine, but their pet in critical condition. If they don’t hav e the equipment to do it right they will be
wasting their time and energy .”
The Pembroke Fire Department was also grateful for their new tools. In the past, emergency
situations inv olv ing pets were made more complicated without access to these ox y gen masks.
Fire Chief Jim Neehan ex plained, “Ov er the y ears we hav e improv ised to do the best we could.”
The use of ox y gen masks will make sav ing an animal faster and more efficient. “I think it’s
important because to many people, particularly the elderly , their pets are as close, if not close,
to them, as their family . Now, we will be able to help them during an emergency .”
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